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30 December 1974

My dear Ambassador,

On behalf of the Secretary-General and in his absence, I wish to express our deep regret at the death of Private Janko Johannes Huttunen, a member of the Finnish Contingent of the United Nations Peace-keeping Force in Cyprus, who died on Wednesday 25 December as a result of cardiac arrest.

I should be grateful if you would convey to your Government and to the bereaved family the Secretary-General's heartfelt condolences over the death of Private Huttunen, as well as his appreciation of the service rendered by Private Huttunen to the United Nations peace effort in Cyprus.

May I on this occasion express to you once again, on behalf of the Secretary-General, our warm appreciation of the contribution of the Finnish Contingent to this United Nations peace-keeping mission.

Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration.

Brian E. Urquhart
Under-Secretary-General for
Special Political Affairs

His Excellency
Mr. Aarno Karhilo
Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary
Permanent Representative of Finland
to the United Nations

c.c. Mr. R. Guyer
Mr. I. Kittani
Mr. R. Ryan
OUSGSPA
FOS
Mrs. Mira /
30 December 1974

My dear Ambassador,

On behalf of the Secretary-General and in his absence, I wish to express our deepest regret at the death on 26 December of Major David Rune Wingfalk, a member of the Swedish Contingent of the United Nations Peace-keeping Force in Cyprus, who died as a result of a pistol wound.

I should be grateful if you would convey to your Government and to the bereaved family the Secretary-General's heartfelt condolences over the death of Major Wingfalk, as well as his appreciation of the service rendered by Major Wingfalk to the United Nations peace effort in Cyprus.

May I on this occasion express to you once again, on behalf of the Secretary-General, our warm appreciation of the contribution of the Swedish Contingent to this United Nations peace-keeping mission.

Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration.

Brian E. Urquhart
Under-Secretary-General for Special Political Affairs

His Excellency
Mr. Olof Rydbeck
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Permanent Representative of Sweden
to the United Nations

c.c. Mr. R. Guyer
Mr. I. Kittani
Mr. R. Ryan
OUSGSPA
FOS
Mrs. Mira
X-YZ213 S NEW YORK 48.22 22512 =

ETAT-PRIORITE
UNFICYP
NICOSIA =

511 IMMEDIATE WECKMANN-MUNOZ/PREM CHAND.

1. REFERENCE UNFICYP 833 PARA 3. FINNISH MISSION URGENTLY REQUESTS INFORMATION ABOUT FINCON CASUALTY, INCLUDING NAME AND CONDITION.

2. FINNISH AUTHORITIES STILL UNABLE TO CONTACT FINCON. GRATEFUL YOUR ADVICE CONCERNING POSSIBILITY OF RESTORING COMMUNICATIONS =

GUVER/URQUHAR +

COL 511 1. 833 3. 2. +
30 December 1974

My dear Ambassador,

On behalf of the Secretary-General and in his absence, I wish to express our deep regret at the death of Corporal Robert Wayne Miller, a member of the Canadian Contingent of UNIFIL, in a vehicle accident on Tuesday, 24 December 1974.

I should be grateful if you would convey to your Government and to the bereaved family the Secretary-General's heartfelt condolences over the death of Corporal Miller, as well as his appreciation of the service rendered by him to the United Nations peace effort in the Middle East.

May I on this occasion express to you once again, on behalf of the Secretary-General, our warm appreciation of the contribution of the Canadian Contingent to this United Nations peace-keeping mission.

Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration.

Brian E. Urquhart
Under-Secretary-General for Special Political Affairs

His Excellency
Mr. Saul F. Rae
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Permanent Representative of Canada to the United Nations
866 United Nations Plaza, Suite 250
New York, N. Y. 10017

cc: Mr. R. Guyer
Mr. I. Kittani
Mr. R. Ryan
OCEGSPA
POS
Mrs. Mira —
30 December 1974

My dear Ambassador,

On behalf of the Secretary-General and in his absence, I wish to express our deep regret at the death of Corporal Neilson Edwards, a member of the Canadian Contingent of UNEF, in a vehicle accident on Tuesday, 24 December 1974.

I should be grateful if you would convey to your Government and to the bereaved family the Secretary-General's heartfelt condolences over the death of Corporal Edwards, as well as his appreciation of the service rendered by him to the United Nations peace effort in the Middle East.

May I on this occasion express to you once again, on behalf of the Secretary-General, our warm appreciation of the contribution of the Canadian Contingent to this United Nations peace-keeping mission.

Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration.

Brian E. Urquhart
Under-Secretary-General for Special Political Affairs

His Excellency
Dr. Saul F. Rae
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Permanent Representative of Canada to the United Nations
866 United Nations Plaza, Suite 250
New York, N. Y. 10017

cc: Mr. R. Guyer
Mr. I. Kittani
Mr. R. Ryan
OUSGSPA
FOS
Mrs. Mira /
30 December 1974

My dear Ambassador,

On behalf of the Secretary-General and in his absence, I wish to express our deep regret at the death of Corporal Joseph Paul Claude Blais, a member of the Canadian Contingent of UNIFIL, in a vehicle accident on Tuesday, 24 December 1974.

I should be grateful if you would convey to your Government and to the bereaved family the Secretary-General's heartfelt condolences over the death of Corporal Blais, as well as his appreciation of the service rendered by him to the United Nations peace effort in the Middle East.

May I on this occasion express to you once again, on behalf of the Secretary-General, our warm appreciation of the contribution of the Canadian Contingent to this United Nations peace-keeping mission.

Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration.

Brian E. Urquhart
Under-Secretary-General for Special Political Affairs

His Excellency
Dr. Saul F. Rae
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Permanent Representative of Canada to the United Nations
866 United Nations Plaza, Suite 250
New York, N. Y. 10017

cc: Mr. R. Guyer
Mr. I. Kittani
Mr. R. Ryan
GUSGSPA
FOS
Mrs. Mira
CASUALTY REPORT.

AAA 743 020 SWEDISH
BBB MAJOR
CCC DAVID RUNE WINGFALK
DDD 26 DEC 74, FOUND AT 2030 HRS, CARL GUSTAV CAMP
EEE DIED
FFF PISTOL WOUND IN HEAD
GGG MAY BE SELF INFLECTED
HHY NOT ON DUTY
JJJ NEXT OF KIN NOT YET INFORMED=

COL: 2804 743 020 26 74 2030 HRS + + +

2113Z TODAY/GVA
P.S. ZAPTKS
SY26 SSS Nicosia 52 11 11 1019Z =

ETATPRIORITE

UNATIONS

NEWYORK =

UNFICYP 1527 GUlVER/URQUHART FROM PREM CHAND, INFORMATION
FIELD SERVICE.
CASUALTY REPORT.

AAA 230839718 CANADIAN

BBB PUE

CCC JOSEPH JEAN-CLAUD BERGER

DDD 101605Z SEP 74 EAST OF NICOSIA GR 3620 9244

EEE DIED

FFF -

GGG GWS HEAD

HHH ON DUTY

JJJ NOK NOT INFORMED =

COL 1527 230839718 101605Z 74 3620 9244 GWS ++
TURKISH SHOOTING/MURDER OF A CANADIAN SOLDIER.

AT 1805 HRS 10 SEP 74 A CANADIAN ROUTINE JEEP PTL STOPPED IN THE AREA OF GR 3616 9243. THE VEHICLE TURNED ROUND AND AS WAS RIVING AWAY SEVEN SINGLE SHOTS WERE FIRED AT THE JEEP. PTE BERGEN SITTING IN THE REAR OF THE JEEP WAS HIT IN THE BACK OF THE HEAD BY ONE OF THESE SHOTS. THE JEEP THEN RETURNED TO WOLSELEY BKS WHERE THE MEDICAL OFFICER PRONOUNCED PTE BERGEN TO BE DEAD.

THE VEHICLE WAS CLEARLY MARKED AS A UN VEHICLE AND IT WAS DAYLIGHT. IT IS NOT CONFIRMED WHETHER SHOTS WERE FIRED BY GK OR TK. FURTHER INVESTIGATION OF THE INCIDENT WILL TAKE PLACE IN DAYLIGHT TOMORROW 11 SEP 74 TO DETERMINE WHO FIRED THE SHOTS.

READ PAGE 1 TURKISH SHOOTING/MURDER ETC
SY63 S NICOSIA 36 22 1817Z =

ETATPRIORITE

UNATIONS NEW YORK =

URQUHART

FROM PREM CHAND

UNFICYP 1386

REFERENCE YOUR 870

NUMBERS AND NAMES DANCOM DEAD AS FOLLOWS:

210952-1501 SERGEANT CHRISTENSEN, B. S.

120851-0629 PRIVATE ANDERSEN, C.B+

COL 1386 870 210952 1801 120851-0629+

1846
UNNY DE UNNICOISA =
REUR RQ 211500Z=
HEREWITH RPT OF PARA 2 ...

2. Nicosia District. TK forces violated the cease fire by moving forward from the Nicosia Club Gr WD 31609368 to Gr WD 31589363. During the night a Canadian soldier was knifed in the abdomen by a TK soldier while he was investigating a looting incident at Gr WD 32782350.

Further details will be forwarded when available. Not seriously wounded.

TK forces have moved forward from Gr WD 30009354 to Gr WD 29419341. Protest lodged.

Please note the number of the message is SY35.

Thanks.
UNFICYP 1347 GUYER/URQUHART, FROM PREM CHAND.

REFERENCE YOUR MESSAGE 141645Z AUGUST, 1974.


FIRST.

PLEASED TO BE ABLE TO REPORT NO CASUALTIES FOR THE LAST TWO DAYS.

SECOND.

430792391 W02 SEGIN, D CANCON TRANSFERRED

P27/15

FROM VERY SERIOUSLY ILL LIST TO SERIOUSLY ILL LIST AT 190800 AUGUST, 1974.

COL: 1347 141645Z 1974 170900Z 190900Z 1974
430792391 W02 190800 1974

TOD 200712Z
SSS NICOSIA CK-- 19 1313Z

STATPRIORITE

UNATIONS

NY = MOST IMMEDIATE

UNFICYP 1337

GUVER/UGOUHART FROM WECKMANN-MUNOZ/REM CHAND

1. AT 1240 HOURS LT US EMBASSY INFORMED UNFICYP THAT LARGE CROWD WAS ATTACKING EMBASSY WITH GRENADES AND SMALL ARMS. ONE LOCAL EMPLOYEE HAD BEEN KILLED AND THE AMBASSADOR INJURED. THEY REQUESTED UNFICYP ASSISTANCE =

P2=

2. UNFICYP ARMoured VEHICLES DESPATCHED TO EMBASSY.

AMBASSADOR WAS EVACUATED TO NICOSIA GENERAL HOSPITAL BUT DIED WHILE BEING OPERATED ON.

FURTHER DETAILS TO FOLLOW +

CK 77

TOD 1316Z
NY496 SN 169 SSS NICOSIA 97 17 1415Z =

ETATPRIORITE

UNATIONS

NYK=

UNFICYP 1315 GUYER/URQUHART, INFORMATION FIELD SERVICE FROM

PREM CHAND CASUALTY REPORT.

1. AAA 210952-1601 DANISH BBB SGT CCC RENTH SCHULTZ CHRISTEN-
SEN DDD 162015B AUGUST 1974 NEAR LEFKA GR UD 82875 DEAD FFF
NIL GGG VH BUS STRUCK LANDMINE KHH OPERATIONAL DUTY JJJ

NEXT =
P2/47=

OF KIN HAS BEEN INFORMED 2. AAA 1208510629 DANISH BBB PTE
CCC CARSTEN BUSH HANSEN DDD 1623006 AUGUST 1974 PLACE AS IN
CASE 1. S SERIOUSLY INJURED, DIED SHORTLY AFTER INCIDENT FFF
NIL GGG VH BUS TRUCK LANDMINE KHH OPERATIONAL DUTY JJJ NEXT
OF KIN INFORMED+

COL 1515 I 210952-1801 162015B 1974 82875 2 1208510629
162300B 1975 1 ++
WY405/SNJ8S SSS NICOSIA 288 17 1415Z =
STATPRIORITE
UNATIONS
NEW YORK=
INFICYP 1314 URQUHART, FROM PREM CHAND REFERENCE YOUR MESSAGE
141645Z AUG 74 CASUALTY LIST 160900Z TO 170900Z AUG 74 A. 16
AUG 74 DEAD CLN DANCN 1. SGT CHRISTENSEN, BS. 2. PTE ANDERSEN,
CS. WOUNDED DANCN 1. PTE JAKOBSEN, OC. EYE=
P2=
INJURY. TRANS BMH DHEKELIA. 2. PTE HANSEN, CS. MULTIPLE
INJURIES AND FRACTURES. TRANS BMH DHEKELIA. 3. PTE JENSEN. K.
MINOR INJURIES. RTU 16 AUG. BRITCON 4. J/T HUNT B. SHELL
SPLINTER INJURIES NECK AND LEFT SHOULDER. RTU 16 AUG. =
P3=
5. FG/OF ARMSTRONG, C. SHELL SPLINTER INJURIES LEFT FOREARM
AND UPPER LEG. RTU 16 AUG. 6. CPL BROXUP, TA. SHELL SPLINTER
INJURIES LEFT FOREARM AND LOWER LEG. RTU 16 AUG. 7. SGT
BURNETT, R. SHELL SPLINTER INJURIES BOTH ARMS.
P4=
UMG. R. PTE ROGIC, N. SHELL SPLINTER INJURIES BOTH LOWER
LEGS, UMC, FINCON 9, MAJ ERICSSON MA, SHELL SPLINTER RIGHT

THORAX, RTU 16 AUG, 9, DEAD 1-2 AND WOUNDED 1-3 CAUSED BY VW

BUS DRIVING INTO LAND MINE NEAR 2

LOYOI AND AFTERWARDS CRASHING INTO GULLY BY ROADSIDE.

WOUNDED 4-6 WERE INJURED OBVIOUSLY BY AA SHELL SPLINTER IN
HQ UNFICYP AREA (BB CAMP) WOUNDED 7-9 WERE INJURED BY SHELLING
IN AND NEAR UN KYKYO CAMP (FINCON) C, INFORMATION FOR NEXT
OF KIN IN PROGRESS THROUGH NATIONAL AUTHORITIES. D =

P6/38:

REVISED UN CASUALTY LIST SINCE FIRST DAY OF TURKISH INVASION
(20 JUL 74) ARE CLN DEAD BRITCON-1 CANCON-1 AUSCON-3 DANCON-2
TOTAL-7 WOUNDED BRITCON-19 CANCON-17 DANCON-6 FINCON-17
SWEDCON-2 TOTAL-61++

COL 1314 141645Z 74 160900Z 170900Z 74 16741 2 1 2 3
16 4 5 16 6 16 7 3 9 16 1-2 1-3 4-6 7-9 20 74 1 1 3 2 7
19 17 6 17 2 61 ++

TOD 171456Z++ 
REQUEST THIS MESSAGE BE PASSED TO HQ UN NEW YORK TELEX 126171.

ETAT PRIORITE UNATIONS NEW YORK

REFERENCE YOUR MESSAGE 141645Z AUG 74

CASUALTY LIST 151337Z - 160339Z AUG 74.

A. 15 AUG 74.

WOUNDED.

1. LT FARLEY L. SHRAPNEL INJURIES THORAX AND LEFT UPPER LEG - RTU 15 AUG.
2. CPL HUTCHINS B. SHRAPNEL INJURY - RTU 15 AUG.
3. FLT/LT ANDERTON, DJ. SHRAPNEL INJURIES LEFT FOREARM, RIGHT SHOULDER AND BACK - RTU 15 AUG.
4. FLT/LT LLOYD, MG. SHRAPNEL INJURY LEFT ARM - RTU 15 AUG.
1. AND 2. BY MORTAR SHELL IN UN CAMP KROHOD TO TIOOSTA (REF EARLIER MESSAGE.

PAGE 2 ROQA 722 UNCLAS

MESSAGE. 3. AND 4. BY AA SHELL IN HQ UNFICYP (BLUE BERET CAMP,
3. 16 AUG 74.

WOUNDED.

5. CPL HUSTHIT B. SHELL SPLINTER INJURY RIGHT SHOULDER - UNCLAS,
6. SGT SQUIRES JH. SHELL SPLINTER INJURIES BACK REGION - 7.:
7. CPL KAMP, J. SHELL SPLINTER INJURIES FACE AND UPPER LEG - UNCLAS
5 TO 7 BY SHELLING AROUND UN KORE CAMP (EXCON) CLOSE TO AREA WITH HEAVY FIGHTING GOING ON SINCE 163432Z AUG 74.
C. REGRET TO INFORM THAT 43° 292 331 WAS SEEN E. CANON, INJURED
151244Z AUG HAS BEEN LISTED VERY SERIOUSLY ILL AT DMH DHEKELIA.
D. NEXT OF KIN NOT YET INFORMED.

UNQUOTE

BT

C UN CLAS REGGION - UNCLAS
NY254 581121 555 NICOSIA 68 15 1556Z
STATPRIORITE
NOTIONS
NYK=
UNFCYP 1266
URGENT, FROM PCMS CHAIN CASUALTY LIST BY 151700B
AUGUST 7A, FOUND (ALL CANCON) 1. 402 SGGM, 2. HEAD INJURY
2. PTE FORAND, 2. RIGHT FOREARM INJURY 3. PTE BISSON, A LEFT
UPPER LEG INJURY-CASE 1. =
P2/35=
CONSIDERED TO BE SERIOUS, ALL THREE TRANSFERRED TO BM DHEKELIA.
CAUSE MORTAR SHELL LANDED IN UN CAMP KROMBERG IN NICOSIA.
NEXT OF KIN NOT YET INFORMED BY CANCON BUT IN PROGRESS+

COL. 1266 11517005 7A 2402 23 1 +
IMMEDIATE

UNIFCYP 1257 REFERENCE YR 806, PARA 1. 1. FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION MAY BE OF USE CLN CASUALTY FIGURES ARE AS FOLLOWS CLN DEATHS 3, (AUSCON) MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS QTE DEATHS BY INCINERATION UNQUOTE. WOUNDED 21 (15 FINCON AND 6 BRITCON). Of WOUNDED ONLY ONE (A FINNISH SOLDIER) REGARDED AS SERIOUS AND ALMOST ALL SUFFERED SHRAPNEL INJURIES. THIRTEEN HAVE BEEN TRANSFERRED TO BMH DHEKELIA, FIVE REMAIN UNIFCYP MEDICAL CENTRE, AND THREE HAVE RETURNED TO UNITS. (FOR MORE DETAILS SEE OUR 1258). 2. FORCE COMMANDER CONVEYED PROTESTS TO BOTH TURKISH FORCE COMMANDER AND TURKISH AMBASSADOR ABOUT (A) AIR ATTACK ON UN ARMoured CARS NEAR AYIA MARINA (OUR 1198, PARA 4 REFERS), (B) AIR ATTACK ON KYKKO CAMP (OUR 1191 REFERS), (C) KILLING BY AIR ATTACK OF AUSTRIANS NEAR GOSHI, (D) MORTARING OF KYKKO CAMP. 3. REPLY RECEIVED FROM TURKISH FORCE COMMANDER SAYING HIS FORCES SHOULD NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGE TO UN INSTALLATIONS BY TURKISH MORTAR OR ARTILLERY FIRE OR AIR STRIKES. NATIONAL
SHELTER. HE IS SORRY OF THESE INCIDENTS AND INFORMS NO PLANNED AIR ATTACK AGAINST ANY TARGET GOSHI VICINITY ADDING THAT GOSHI INCIDENT BEING INVESTIGATED. TURKISH AMBASSADOR IN HIS REPLY ASSURED FORCE COMMANDER THAT THESE INCIDENTS DID NOT HAPPEN QUOTE VOLUNTARILY UNQUOTE AND SAID THAT HE HAD REPORTED INCIDENTS TO TURKISH ARMY HQ IN ANKARA AND CONVEYED HIS CONDOLENCES TO FAMILIES AND ALL MEMBERS UNFICYP.4. FORCE COMMANDER HAS ACKNOWLEDGED THESE REPLIES DENYING THAT ANY NATIONAL GUARD WERE IN OR IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO UN CAMPS AND REQUESTING TURKISH FORCE COMMANDER TO RESPECT UN CAMPS AND QPS WHICH HE LISTED AND IDENTIFIED WITH GRID REFERENCES. WE SAID THAT THE SECGEN WAS BEING KEPT FULLY INFORMED OF THESE MOST UNFORTUNATE DEVELOPMENT AND THAT THEIR MESSAGES OF SYMPATHY AND CONDOLENCES WOULD ALSO BE CONVEYED AS REQUESTED+

COL 1257 806 1 1 3 21 15 6 1258 2 1193 4 1191 3 4+
NY262 SM 113 NICOSIA 04.15 1700Z

SITAPRIORITY

COUNTRIES

NEW YORK

UNFICYP 1235 GUVER/URGUNAR. INFORMATION FIELD SERVICE FROM

FEW CABER. UNFICYP CASUALTIES 14 AUGUST 1974. 4. DEAD

1. 1. LT IZAY, 1. TANS BHQ. 2. SGT. DECOMBE, P. TRANS BHQ.

3. L/CPL TEAK, 4. TRANS BHQ. R. WOUNDED. BRITISH. I.

CAPT LAWTON

P2:

A/C GUN WOUNDS NECK AND ABDOMEN. TANS BHQ. 5. SGT FULFIL.

A. GSW RIGHT FOREARM BACK ON DUTY. 4. CPT BASH. M. DURAN

WOUNDS. BACK ON DUTY. 5. TPR KIRKHAM V.

P3:

SHRAPNEL WOUND TO ABDOMEN. TRANS BHQ. 6. TPR WALDANK R. SHRAPNEL.

WOUND TO RIGHT LEG. TRANS BHQ. FINCON. 7. MAJ (MED) BORASTO,

J. A/C GUN SHOT WOUNDS BOTH FOREHANDS. RIGHT LOWER LEG.

TRANS BHQ. 8. SGT MARIN. J. MORTAR SPLINTER. WOUND.

P4:

ABDOMEN AND RIGHT UPPER ARM. UNC. 9. LT MUSTOHEM, OK. MORTAR

SPLINTER WOUND RIGHT THIGH. TRANS BHQ 10. CTCH LALTINEN.

RNE. MORTAR SPLINTER WOUND RIGHT LEG AND FOOT. 11. WOI

PENTILIA. M. A/C GUN WOUNDS RIGHT SHOULDER, LEFT ABDOMEN,

LEFT FOREFOOT. TANS BHQ 12.
SGT SIITARI, RT. A/C GUN WOUNDS RIGHT LOWER LEG, LEFT WRIST, RIGHT HAND. TRANS BMH 12. SGT AIKAS, NJ. A/C GUN WOUNDS RIGHT FOREARM, RIGHT ELBOW, BOTH UPPER LEGS, LEFT FOREFOOT.

TRANS BMH 14. SGT KORPELAINE, V. LIGHT SHRAPNEL WOUND IN ABDOMEN. 15. PTE KIRKANEN, #

PS:

CS. SHRAPNEL WOUND LEFT SHOULDER. 16. PTE Jarvi, TET. SHRAPNEL WOUNDS IN BOTH LEGS. 17. PTE PIIVIOJA, RT. SHRAPNEL WOUND IN ABDOMEN. TRANS BMH 16. PTE LEHTINEN, R. SHRAPNEL WOUNDS IN LEFT HAND, AND RIGHT LEG. TRANS BMH 19. PTE AIRIKAINEN.

M. BAYONET WOUND IN ABDOMEN STUMLED.

P7/44:

OVER HIS OWN BAYONET. TRANS BMH 20. SGT BERGUND, WE. MORTAR SPLINTER WOUND, LEFT TEMPLE. BACK ON DUTY. 21. CPL TAIPOMEN.

5. EXCORIATION LEFT SHOULDER. BACK ON DUTY. C. ASSUME YOU WILL NOT PUBLISH NAMES BEFORE NATIONAL AUTHORITY CONFIRMS THAT NEXT OF KIN HAVE BEEN INFORMED.
UNFICYP 1239 GUYER URQUHART, INFORMATION FIELD SERVICE FROM PREMCHAND. CASUALTY REPORT. 1 A AA 51600587 AUSTRIAN
LT CCC JOHANN IZAY DDD 141530B AUGUST 1974 NEAR GOSHI, GREECE
WD 475 704 EEE DEAD FFF NIL GGG BOOB FROM TURKISH AIRCRAFT
555 OPERATIONAL DUTY JJJ NOT YET, WILL BE DONE BY AUSTRIAN MOD.
2 A AA 67232117 AUSTRIAN BBB SGT CCC PAUL DECOMBE
DDD TO JJJ AS ABOVE. 3 A AA 28904342 AUSTRIAN BBB L/CPL
CCC AUGUST ISAK DDD TO JJJ AS ABOVE

COL 1239 1 1 141520B 1974 475 704 555 2 67232117 3 28904342
IS THIS UNITED NATIONS??????

YES GA

THIS COMES FROM HELSINKI EVENING PAPER ILTAASET+

WE NEED URGENTLY URGENTLY
CONFIRMATION OR REJECTION FOR INFORMATION WE HAVE RECEIVED
THAT FOUR FINNISH SOLDIERS HAVE BEEN KILLED IN CYPRUS TODAY++
IS THAT POSSIBLE PLS PLS+++
I AM SUPERVISOR FOR COMMUNICATIONS HERE AND JUST ARRIVED. HOWEVER, DO NOT REPEAT; DO NOT HAVE AUTHORITY TO RELEASE THIS INFORMATION. YOUR XXX QUESTION (EVEN CONSIDERING URGENCY) MUST BE DIRECTED TO OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY GENERAL FOR A REPLY.

PLS WHAT IS THE NUMBER? YOU CANNOT CONNECT US?

NO BUT, I WILL FORWARD THIS IMMEDIATELY TO HIS OFFICE AND SOLICIT AN IMMEDIATE REPLY. PLEASE GIVE ME YOUR COMPLETE CABLE ADDRESS AND INTERNATIONAL NUMBER SO WE CAN RECALL YOU.

CABLE ILSET HELSINKI FINLAND

TELEX
122509 ILSET SF
PHONE HELSINKI 608 003+

THANK YOU. IXX WILL RECALL YOU SOONEST. INFO AVAILABLE TO US.

BI?

BI
UNFICYP 1219

GUVER URGUHART INFORMATION FIELD SERVICE FROM PREM CHAND.

CASUALTY REPORT 141100 AUGUST 1974. IN THIS MORNINGS FIGHTING BETWEEN TURK AND NATIONAL GUARD, TEN MEMBERS OF UNFICYP HAVE BEEN INJURED. FORTUNATELY ONLY ONE SERIOUSLY. ALL IN THE AREA OF NICOSIA WEST.

P2/11:

4 BRITCON, 6 FINCON, DETAILS BY FOLLOW UP ROUTINE SIGNAL.

COL 1219 141100 1974 4 C ++
0528Z

NY144 SN3 SSS NICOSIA 90 14 0445Z =

ETATPRIORITE

UNATIONS

NEWYORK =

IMMEDIATE

UNIFICYP 1191 MSC 178 UROUHART NEWYORK GUYER/WECKMANN MUNOZ

GENEVA FROM PREM CHAND/MILES.

1. TURKISH AIRCRAFT ATTACKED NICOSIA AREA AROUND 0500 HOURS.

UN HAS ALREADY SUFFERED CASUALTIES. CLN FIVE FLAMES AT KYKNA CAMP AND FOUR BRITISH AT AYIA MARINA GR WD 1198. FIRING GOING ON IN CITY =

P2/40 =

ARE AND UN OPS THERE BEING EVACUATED. AIRCRAFT ATTACK ON ANGASTINA AREA AND TURKISH TANK MOVEMENT TOWARDS MIA MILSA.

ARTILLERY FIRE. 2. IN ACCORDANCE PREVIOUS ARRANGEMENT ALL UN TROOPS IN AREAS CONCERNED BEING WITHDRAWN TO MAIN CAMPS+

COL 1191 178 1 0500 1198 2+

FIR

0531Z
ZY1235 SZ260 F NICOSIA 106 10 1027=

ETAT

UNATIONS

NEW YORK=

UNFICYP 1153 GUYER/URQUHART, INFORMATION FIELD SERVICE,
FROM PREM CHAND. SPECIAL AWARD OF UN (CYPRUS)

MEDAL. GRATEFUL YOU APPROVE POSTHUMOUS AWARD TO GDSM LAWSON
G, WHO WAS KILLED ACCIDENTALLY WHILE UNLOADING SURRENDERED
TURKISH WEAPONS FROM A LORRY AT PAPHOS ON 21 JUL 74=
P2=

GDSM LAWSON HAD SERVED WITH UNFICYP 23 DAYS WHEN HIS
LIFE WAS ENDED BY ACCIDENT DIRECTLY CONNECTED WITH ACTION TAKEN
BY UNFICYP TO STOP THE FIGHTING ON THE ISLAND. CASE ACCORDS WITH
OUR GUIDELINES AND CONFORMS TO PRECEDENT. IT IS STRONGLY
RECOMMENDED. MEDAL WOULD BE ISSUED =
P3/6=

FROM HERE. PLEASE ADVISE +

COL 1153 21 74 23 +
X-1197 S233 N Nicosia 461 09 1800Z =

UNOFPRISTLE

NATIONS

NEW YORK =

UNIFCYP 1149 URQUHART INFO MSC 141

GUER/MECKMANN-MUNOZ FROM PREM CHAND

1. FOR YOUR INFORMATION AND POSSIBLE PUBLICATION FOLLOWING

MESSAGE SENT TO COMMANDERS GREEK NATIONAL GUARD AND TURKISH FORCES

AS A RESULT OF THE FATAL SHOOTING OF A UN SOLDIER IN NICOSIA

ON NIGHT 6 AUGUST, =

P2 =

TOGETHER WITH REPLIES RECEIVED FROM TWO PARTIES:

2. OUTGOING MESSAGE FROM FORCE COMMANDER SENT AS AUGUST,

1050 HRS: QUOTE I AM SURE YOU WILL SHARE MY DEEP CONCERN WITH

REGARD TO THE INCIDENT ON THE NIGHT OF 6 AUGUST IN WHICH A UNITED
IN THE AREA OF THE CHIMO CLUB, AND SUBSEQUENTLY DIED.

THIS TRAGIC AND MOST SERIOUS INCIDENT EMPHASIZES MOST CLEARLY
THAT ANY FIRING BY EITHER SIDE (SO MANY DAYS AFTER THE CEASE-FIRE
WAS ACCEPTED AND ANNOUNCED) CAN ONLY INCREASE AN ALREADY TENSE
SITUATION. I WOULD THEREFORE URGE =

YOU ONCE AGAIN, MOST EARNESTLY, TO ISSUE SUCH FURTHER
INSTRUCTIONS AS YOU MAY CONSIDER NECESSARY TO ENSURE THAT
THE MAXIMUM POSSIBLE RESTRAINT IS EXERCISED BY ALL CONCERNED,
AND THAT WE HAVE NO MORE CASES OF FIRING. I HAVE CONVOYED A
SIMILAR REQUEST TO THE NATIONAL GUARD COMMANDER/TURKISH FORCES
COMMANDER. UNQUOTE =

2. REPLY COMMANDER TURKISH FORCES RECEIVED 8 AUGUST,
1500 HRS: QUOTE I AM TOO VERY SORRY FOR THE DEATH OF THE
UN SOLDIER ON THE NIGHT OF 6 AUGUST, WHICH HAS BEEN CONVEYED TO
ME THROUGH YOUR LIAISON OFFICER. I HAVE BEEN INFORMED -
ACCORDING TO THIS =

STATEMENT MADE BY THE LOCAL UN COMMANDER, WHO HAD COME TO THE
SCENE OF THE INCIDENT WAS NOT CAUSED BY TURKISH CYPRiot FIGHTERS,
SINCE THE CEASE-FIRE AGREEMENT THE TURKISH FORCES HAVE NEVER
BEEN VIOLATING THE CEASE-FIRE. THE CEASE-FIRE HAS ALWAYS
BEEN VIOLATED BY THE NATIONAL GUARD AND =

WE HAD TO RETALIATE. I HAVE PREVIOUSLY ISSUED STRICT ORDERS TO
MY FORCES IN THIS MATTER BUT I WILL ISSUE FURTHER ORDERS TO THIS
END. I WISH TO STATE SPECIFICALLY THAT IT SHALL NOT BE THE
TURKISH SIDE VIOLATING THE CEASE-FIRE. UNQUOTE

3. REPLY COMMANDER NATIONAL GUARD =
RECEIPT OF YOUR MESSAGE OF 8 AUGUST 1974 AND I THANK YOU.

I CONVEY TO YOU THAT THE NATIONAL GUARD IS STRICTLY KEEPING TO
THE CEASE-FIRE AGREEMENT UNDER MY ORDERS SINCE 22 JULY 1974,
1600 HRS. THE =

NATIONAL GUARD ONLY USED WEAPONS WHEN THEIR SAFETY WAS IN DANGER FROM
OFFENSIVE ACTIVITIES OF THE ENEMY. THIS CAN BE EASILY CONFIRMED BY
OUR PROTESTS TO YOU. I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO INFORM YOU THAT
I AM TAKING THE NECESSARY MEASURES AND I HAVE GIVEN OUT
NECESSARY ORDERS =

TO NATIONAL GUARD UNITS SO AS TO PREVENT ANY INCIDENT. UNQUOTE +
ZY1226 S233 S Nicosia 295 +03 0945

ETAT PRIORITY

UNATIONS

NEW YORK

UNFICYP 1032 GUYER/URQUHART. INFORMATION FIELD SERVICE,
FROM PREM CHAND. UNITED NATIONS PERSONNEL WOUNDED/KILLED
SINCE THE START OF HOSTILITIES ON 20 JUL 74. CANCON:

WO1-MOELLER D - 20 JUL - GSW RIGHT CALF - TRANSFERRED
BMH 21 JUL SEMICLN PTE CREMIER GN - 20 JUL GSW LEFT ELBOW

- TRANSFERRED BMH 21 JULY SEMICLN

CPL MEISTER BC 20 JUL - SHRAPNEL INJURIES TO LEFT KNEE,
RIGHT FOOT DEEP LACERATED WOUND LEFT PLANTAR. - TRANSFERRED
BMH 21 JULY SEMICLN CPL LAPIERE L - 20 JUL - GSW LEFT
LOWER ARM - TRANSFERRED BMH 21 JULY SEMICLN
PTE LEVESQUE G 20 JUL - GSW RIGHT UPPER LEG - TRANSFERRED
BMH 21 JULY SEMICLN

PTE LEVESQUE G - 20 JUL - GSW RIGHT UPPER LEG - TRANSFERRED
BMH 21 JULY SEMICLN

PTE GASSE JF - 20 JUL - GSW RIGHT UPPER LEG - TRANSFERRED
BMH 21 JULY SEMICLN

PTE SIMARD G - 21 JUL - GSW AND FRACTURE RIGHT UPPER ARM -
TRANSFERRED MBH 21 JULY SEMICLN

LT MCGRAITH R - 21 JUL - GSW LEFT UPPER ARM -
TRANSFERRED MBH 21 JULY SEMICLN

SGT ADCOCK 20 JUL - ABRASION LEFT UPPER CHEST RTU SEMICLN
SGT RUSHLOW B - 22 JUL - GSW LEFT UPPER ARM - RTU 23 JUL SEMICLN

CAPT BLAQUIERE JM - 23 JUL - GSW BOTH UPPER LEGS - TRANSFERRED
MBH 23 JUL SEMICLN PTE POUFFE JM - 23 JUL - GSW JAW -
TRANSFERRED MBH 23 JUL... BRITCON: GDSM LAWSON G -
WEAPON SEMICLN GDMS DAVIES- SHRAPNEL WOUND CHEST SEMICLN

GDMS GAJBA- MINOR SHRAPNEL INJURIES SEMICLN

Sgt MULGRAVE- MINOR SHRAPNEL INJURIES SEMICLN

LCPL FLEMING M - 22 JUL - GSW RIGHT UPPER LEG- TRANSFERRED MBH 23 JUL SEMICLN SIG MUSE - 23 JUL GSW UPPER LEG

- TRANSFERRED BMH 23 JUL SEMICLN SWEDCON... PTE

NILSSON R -20 JUL- GSW HEAD - TRANSFERRED MBH 23 JUL

SEMICLN LT ANERSWENDELBERG - 20 JUL- MINOR SHRAPNEL

INJURY TO SHOULDER - RTU SEMICLN DANCON: PTE SKOTT B

21 JUL - GSW ABDOMEN - TRANSFERRED RAF HOSPITAL, AKROTIRI

SEMICLN FINCON... PTE HANINEN - 20 JUL- MINOR SHRAPNEL

INJURY TO BACK- RTU 31 JUL SEMICLN AUSCON... NIL+

COL 1032 20 74 1 20 21 20 21 20 21 20 21 20 21 20 21 20 31+

21 21 20 22 23 23 23 21 22 23 23 20 23 20 23 21 20 31+
SZ59 S Nicosia 182 25 1110Z
ETATPRIORITE
UNATIONS
NEW YORK;

SZ60 S Nicosia 182 25 1110Z
ETATPRIORITE
UNTSO
JERUSALEM;

SZ61 S Nicosia 182 25 1110Z
ETATPRIORITE
UNEF
CAIRO;

UNFICYP 902 FIELDSERV FROM MILLS INFO HOLLAND INFO TWIGT
FURTHER OUR 870 AND 878 MR MATIBAG NOW AT LIMASSOL WITH
SLIGHT HEAD AND ARM INJURIES AND WILL COME TO NICOSIA AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE. HIS FAMILY DEPARTED FOR LONDON 24 JULY.
MESSRS KELLY AND U.
PZ
QUARTERS. MR NOEL SAFE AT DHEKELIA AND WILL RETURN BY NEXT AVAILABLE MEANS. NO INFORMATION YET ON MR AND MRS BATT, MRS AND MASTER HANCOCK WHO MAY BE EVACUATED FROM KYRENIA.

HAVE BEEN ADVISED THAT MR;

PS;

SAMUELS HAD LEFT CYPRUS ONE MONTH AGO. MR AND MRS CROWTHER,
MR AND MRS SHURRAN BOTH OF UNDP NOW ONLY REMAINING FAMILIES
IN NICOSIA WHOSE WHEREABOUTS ARE NOT KNOWN TO US. WE ARE
ALSO ENQUIRING ABOUT OTHER DUUNNN FAMILIES FOR WHOM WE HAD
CABLED ENQUIRIES. FORCE;

P4/32;

COMMANDER DOES NOT REPEAT NOT AT THIS STAGE CONSIDER IT NECESSARY
TO EVACUATE DEPENDANTS TO SAFE HAVEN OUTSIDE ISLAND.
DHEKELIA CONSIDERED AT THIS MOMENT SUFFICIENTLY SAFE AND
ACCOMMODATIONS SUITABLE. PAVICIC CONCURS "

COL 902 870 878 24 " 
ZY251 SZ25 S NICOSIA 218/215 23 1028Z =
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NEW YORK =
UNFICYP B60 GUYER/URQUHART .
FROM FINCON UNFICYP
TO THE DEFENCE MINISTRY OF FINLAND
THROUGH: HQ UN IN RESPONSE TO 511

KYRENIAS DISTRICT AT 220900B JULY

SMALL FIGHTINGS AT PRESENT. THE ONLY WOUNDED IS PTE JORMA
HANNINEN, THE RICOSNET BULLET IN SHOULDER. HE IS =
P2 =
IN GOOD CONDITION, THE FAMILIES OF PULLINEN, KOPONEN,
JOKIHAARA, SORASO, PASSO, PEKKARINEN, KAMPPINEN,
KULJU, SIITARI, FRIBERG AND ANTEROINEN HAVE BEEN EVACUATED
THROUGH DHEKELIA AND AKROTIRI PERHAPS TO LONDON. THE FAMILIES
OF LAHTIEINEN AND PERI, WITH SOME TOURISTS ARE =
P3 =

THE FAMILIES THEN PERHAPS TO AKROTIRI...
WE KINDLY ASK THE MEASURES OF THE FINNISH FOREIGN MINISTRY TO GET THEM TO FINLAND. MRS KARMI TRIAROS ASKS TO INFORM RUNAR LINKOVAARA, TEL HKI 884301, THAT HER FAMILY IS IN GOOD CONDITION. THE SAME REPORT = 

P4 =

TO TOIMI NISKANEN TEL 945-2234 FROM LEENA NISKANEN.

THE FINNISH JOURNALISTS ARE IN TOO. FINCON HAS NO OWN LINES TO FINLAND BECAUSE THE MAIN PART OF TIKLOS CAMP INCLUDING RACAL AND AKI BURNED YESTERDAY AFTERNOON. USE LINES OF SWEDCON OR UN-RADIO, ALTHOUGH THEY ARE SLOW ONE. =

P5/15 =

FIN BN HAS A LOT OF MATERIAL LOSSES BUT PERSONNEL IS OK. ( SIGNED PULINEN +

CDL 560 511 2209003 HKI 884301 945-2234 +
X-NYS6 SH 143 S NICOSIA 47/46 22 1535Z
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MOST IMMEDIATE

UNFICYP 841

SECRETARY GENERAL FROM WECKMANN MUNOZ/RECHAND

AT 1715 HRS TURKISH AIR FORCE MADE SECOND FLAGRANT BREACH
OF CEASE-FIRE BY DELIBERATE ATTACK ON NICOSIA AIR-PORT IN

COURSE OF WHICH ONE BOMB FELL INSIDE UN CAPT UNFICYP WOUNDING

ONE BRITISH SOLDIER +

COL 841 1715 +

TOR FM NIC 1548Z

TOD TO GVA 1552Z
UNFICYP 833. FURTHER TO UNFICYP 831 PARA 2. 1. IN SITUATION SUCH AS THAT IN WHICH UNFICYP HAS OPERATED IN PAST AS HOURS PROBLEM OF DEALING WITH OUR OWN CASUALTIES IS MOST ACUTE. IN MORE CONVENTIONAL MILITARY OPERATIONAL SITUATIONS CASUALTIES CAN USUALLY BE REACHED QUICKLY BY ROAD OR AIR AND EVACUATED TO MEDICAL UNIT FOR SURGICAL TREATMENT WITH LEAST POSSIBLE DELAY, BUT IN PRESENT CIRCUMSTANCES WHERE THERE HAVE BEEN MANY ISOLATED UNFICYP POSTS AND CAMPS WITH HOSTILITIES BETWEEN OPPOSING SIDES TAKING PLACE AROUND THEM ROAD EVACUATION HAS BEEN
DIFFICULT AND HAZARDOUS IF NOT IMPOSSIBLE WHILE GENERAL
OPERATIONAL SITUATION COMPULS US TO GROUND ALL UN
HELIICOPTERS AT OUTSET THUS PREVENTING AIR EVACUATION.

FOR EXAMPLE SOLDIER OF DANCON AT LIMNITIS WAS REPORTED
AT 1306 HRS ON 21 JULY TO HAVE BEEN WOUNDED AND IN URGENT
NEED OF:

EVACUATION FOR WHICH HELICOPTER WAS REQUESTED. THIS HAD
TO BE REFUSED AND EVENTUALLY CASUALTY WAS TAKEN BY AMBULANCE
OVER LONG AND TORTUOUS ROUTE OVER TROODOS MOUNTAINS TO
BRITISH HOSPITAL IN AKROTIRI WHICH WAS NOT REACHED UNTIL
2335 HRS. THIS LONG DELAY IN PROVIDING MEDICAL TREATMENT
MIGHT HAVE BEEN:

FATAL AND CERTAINLY RESULTED IN HIS CONDITION ON ARRIVAL
IN HOSPITAL BEING MUCH WORSE THAT IT WOULD HAVE BEEN IN MORE
CONVENTIONAL SITUATION. 3. FURTHER EXAMPLE IS FINCON CASUALTY
WHO REQUIRED URGENT EVACUATION FROM TIKILOS CAMP NEAR
KYRENAIA AT 1710 HRS ON 21 JULY. AGAIN REQUEST:

FOR AIR EVACUATION HAD TO BE REFUSED AND AMBULANCE WITH
ESCORT WAS DESPATCHED FROM HQ UNIFICYP TO ATTEMPT TO REACH
TIKLOS ALONG KYRENAIA ROAD FROM NICOSIA._ATTEMPT FAILED
DUE TO NATIONAL GUARD SHELLING ORTAKEUY AND REFUSAL OF TURKS
TO PERMIT IT TO GO FURTHER. WITH ONSET OF

DARKNESS ATTEMPT HAD TO BE ABANDONED AND WE ARE TRYING AGAIN
THIS MORNING. BUT IN MEANTIME CASUALTY HAS BEEN WITHOUT
EXPERT_SURGICAL_ATTENTION AND CONDITION MUST HAVE DETERIORATED
CONSIDERABLY ON THIS ACCOUNT. 4. FURTHER PROBLEM WHICH
WAS GIVEN RISE TO CONCERN IN SOME CONTINGENTS IS VERY SLIGHT.
CAPABILITY OF CONTINGENTS TO DEFEND THEMSELVES AGAINST ATTACK
BY OPPOSING FORCES SINCE MOST CONTINGENTS IN UNFICYP IN
CONSEQUENCE OF RECENT STRENGTH REDUCTIONS DO NOT HOLD HEAVY
WEAPONS. BOTH THESE PROBLEMS ARE DIFFICULT ONES WITHOUT
OBVIOUS SOLUTION BUT WE BRING THEM TO YOUR NOTICE, IN PARTICULAR THE
FIRST, SINCE THEY ARE ASPECTS OF UN OPERATIONS IN SITUATIONS OF THIS
KIND WHICH ESCAPE GENERAL NOTICE BUT WHICH WEIGH HEAVILY WITH US AND
NATIONAL CONTINGENTS (AND NO DOUBT GOVS CONCERNED). +

COL

COL 833 831 2 1 2 1306 21 2335 3 1710 21 4 5 +
CORRECTED COPY

ZY1227 MSZ73 S NICOSIA P304 20 14122=
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UNATIONS

NEW YORK =

CHST IMMEDIATE

UNFICYP S11 GUYER/URQUHART FROM WECKMANN-MUNOZ/PREM CHAND.

1. CEASE FIRE WAS EFFECTIVE ALONG GREEN LINE FOR A SHORT TIME FROM 14.00 HOURS. ARTILLERYFIRE AND AIR ATTACKS CONTINUED ON AIRPORT AND CITY OF NICOSIA DURING THE CEASE FIRE. NATIONAL GUARD HAVE ABANDONED THEIR HQ=
P2=

AT ATHALASSA. FIRES BURNING AT NATIONAL GUARD CAMPS SURROUNDING NICOSIA AND IN TOWN OF NICOSIA ITSELF. ISOLATED INCIDENTS OF MORTAR FIRE AND ROCKET FIRE STRIKING UUNN INSTALLATIONS CONTINUE. DAMAGE TO PERSONNEL AND PROPERTY TO DATE HAS BEEN MINOR.

2. NICOSIA DISTRICT. THREE ARTILLERY SHELLS LANDED =
P3 =

IN UUN HQQ NICOSIA DISTRICT. CUTTING OFF COMMUNICATIONS FOR TEN MINUTES. FOUR MINOR CASUALTIES. CIVILIANS WERE EVACUATED FROM LEDRA PALACE HOTEL DURING THE CEASE FIRE. ATHALASSA MENTAL HOSPITAL IN NICOSIA BEING SHELLED BY TURKISH ARMY SEMICOLON HEAVY CASUALTIES. UUNN ATTEMPTING TO STOP SHELLING OF HOSPITAL. =
P4 =

NATIONAL GUARD HQQ RE-ESTABLISHED, LOCATION UNKNOWN.

MAPALIA REPORTEDLY USED BY TURKISH AIR FORCE IN EARLIER ATTACK ON NATIONAL GUARD CAMP NEAR AIRPORT.

3. KYRENIA DISTRICT, 12.35 TOURS PANAMA BIKING BURNING.
POWERFUL EXPLOSION AT THAT LOCATION AT 1241 HOURS.

FOREST FIRE IN UPPER BALLAPAIS, PANO =

P5 =

KHIKOMO AND BUFFAMENTO VILLAGES UNDER AIR ATTACK.

HEAVY FIRING CONTINUES IN VICINITY OF UURN PIPPS PILERI,
HILL TOP AND MARTINS MOUND.

4. PHASE DISTRICT. UURN CARL GUSTAV CAMP UNDER FIRE.

OQPPS KAROLOS AND SAKARYA EVACUATED. ONE UURN PERSONNEL
SLIGHTLY HURT.

5. LARNAÇA DISTRICT. =

6/54

SMALL ARMS FIRE AREA ARTEMIS ROAD AND TUZLA AT 1415 HOURS.

6. LIMASSOL DISTRICT. ORDERS GIVEN BY LOCAL NATIONAL GUARD
COMMANDER TO CEASE FIRE AND ALLOW FREE PASSAGE OF BRITISH
FAMILIES IN CONVOY. UURN MONITORING TO ENSURE ADVANTAGE IS
NOT GIVEN TO TURKISH CYPRiot SIDE. CEASE FIRE ONLY PARTLY EFFECTIVE+

COL 811.1 14.00 2 3 12.35 1241 1415 +